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Garden Key, Florida

The fourth-quarter GDP growth report surprised to the upside, 
showing that the economy grew faster than expected.  
In addition, we saw signs of moderating inflation. Both were  
indications of a resilient U.S. economy with more historically 
normal levels of inflation.

Quick Hits 

1. Report releases: The fourth-quarter GDP report showed that the
economy grew at a faster rate than expected.

2. Financial market data: Small-caps rallied on the fourth-quarter GDP
surprise and signs of lower inflation.

3. Looking ahead: Consumer confidence, Federal Reserve (Fed) policy,
and employment are key points of interest in the week ahead.
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The US Purchasing Managers’ Index, a proxy for business 
confidence, surprised to the upside. Services improved by 
0.1 and manufacturing surprised by 2.9.
• Expected/prior month PMI: 50.7/50.9
• Actual PMI: 52.3

The economy grew more than expected in the fourth quarter, 
supported by better-than-expected personal consumption growth. 
Although this capped a strong year, economists expect to see 
notably slower growth throughout 2024. 
• Expected/prior quarter GDP growth: +2%/+4.9%
• Actual GDP growth: +3.3%

Headline durable goods orders came in below expectations, 
due in part to a slowdown in volatile transportation orders. Core 
orders, on the other hand, beat expectations, signaling 
continued business investment.
• Expected/prior durable goods orders monthly change:

+1.5%/+5.5%
• Actual durable goods orders change: +0%
• Expected/prior core durable goods orders monthly change:

+0.2%/+0.5%
• Actual core durable goods orders change: +0.6%

Personal income and spending continued to rise in December. 
Income growth fell in line with economist estimates, whereas 
spending growth was higher than expected. 
• Expected/prior personal income monthly change: +0.3%/+0.4%
• Actual personal income change: +0.3%
• Expected/prior personal spending monthly change: +0.5%/+0.4%
• Actual personal spending change: +0.7%

>> The Takeaway

Preliminary S&P 
Global US PMI 
January 
(Wednesday) 

Advanced 
Fourth-Quarter 
GDP Estimate 
January  
(Thursday)

Personal Income  
and Spending Report 
December  
(Friday)

• Fourth-quarter GDP surprised to
the upside, rising 3.3 percent when
2 percent growth was expected.

• Business confidence surprised to the
upside despite softer-than-expected
durable goods orders in December.

Report Releases: January 22–26, 2024

Preliminary Durable 
Goods Orders  
December 
(Thursday)
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Financial Market Data

>> The Takeaway

• Positive news from Taiwan Semiconductor added to continued
confidence in the AI and mega-cap rally.

• Bond markets were relatively muted ahead of the FOMC meeting.

Source: Bloomberg, as of January 26, 2024

International markets rallied on news that China would lower the amount of money its banks 
would be required to hold starting on February 5. This was seen as an injection of liquidity into 
struggling Chinese markets. Stateside, small-caps outperformed as the fourth-quarter GDP 
report beat estimates and showed easing inflation.

Source: Bloomberg, as of January 26, 2024

The Treasury yield curve saw modest movement, with the front end of the curve moving lower as 
longer maturity yields were lifted. Bond moves were relatively muted ahead of the upcoming 
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting. The 10-year rose just 3 basis points (bps), 
closing the week at 4.16 percent.

Index Week-to-Date Month-to-Date Year-to-Date 12-Month

S&P 500 1.07% 2.62% 2.62% 22.13%

Nasdaq Composite 0.94% 2.98% 2.98% 34.10%

DJIA 0.65% 1.20% 1.20% 14.60%

MSCI EAFE 2.01% –0.57% –0.57% 8.31%

MSCI Emerging Markets 1.47% –3.74% –3.74% –3.85%

Russell 2000 1.75% –2.37% –2.37% 5.14%

Index Month-to-Date Year-to-Date 12-Month

U.S. Broad Market –1.30% –1.30% 1.14%

U.S. Treasury –1.37% –1.37% 0.29%

U.S. Mortgages –1.52% –1.52% 0.00%

Municipal Bond –1.10% –1.10% 2.33%
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Looking Ahead

This week will be a busy one, with reports on consumer confidence, Fed policy, 
and employment expected.

• The week kicks off on Tuesday with the release of the Conference Board Consumer
Confidence Index for January. Consumer confidence is expected to rise, which would
mark three consecutive months of improvement.

• On Wednesday, we expect the FOMC rate decision. The Fed is expected to keep the
federal funds rate unchanged at the conclusion of its January meeting, though Chair
Jerome Powell may hint at future rate cuts at the post-meeting news conference.

• Thursday will focus on manufacturing with the release of the IS M Manufacturing report
for January. Manufacturer confidence is expected to improve modestly in January but is
expected to remain in contractionary territory.

• Finally, the week wraps Friday with the employment report for January. Economists
expect to see a solid 180,000 jobs were added following an unexpected acceleration in
hiring in December.
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